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Frederick II's incursion into Dittmarschen concerns the same
frontier, and there is a stirring ballad on the defeat of King Albert
by Queen Margaret, when he attempted to seize the Danish throne
(DGF 159). Like the coast of Germany, the Danish harbours were
molested by sea-rovers in the later Middle Ages: the nancies of Alf
of Tonsberg and Jon and Lave Rimaards0n are preserved in ballads,
to warn their imitators. For the rest, the histories preserve the
memory of many private tragedies—murders, insults, and ravish-
ments—the details of which are hard to verify. They are to be
found equally in Sweden and Denmark. A notable subdivision
contains the ballads which describe assaults on cloistered nuns.
The most elaborate is that concerning Sir Karl (UDV 212, Berg-
strom 24), in which the hero entered the cloister as a pretended
corpse on a bier. The line of historical ballads continues in both
countries, persisting longest in Sweden. As late as 1739 the
Scottish captain Malcolm Sinclair became the subject of a ballad
in the true traditional manner (Bergstrom 104).
In lands where the ballads are of relatively recent importation,
the historical class tends to be wanting. That is true of Iceland and
the Faeroes. In the Faeroes, however, the memory remains of the
old Norse verses concerning the ill-fated Maid of Norway, and in
quite recent times, thanks to th§ vigorous life of the genre, local
happenings have been versified. In late 'viser' a mocking note can
be heard which is not characteristic of the best age, and horror
takes the place of tragedy.
Among the ballads of literary origin, those derived from the
Edda and the Thidrekssaga are of the greatest importance. From
the Edda come Tord af Havsgaard, Ungen Svejdal and, perhaps,
Sven Vanned, Sivard Snarensvend^ Gramvold Konges0n, and
Fraendehevn (these three belonging to the Nibelung legend), and
the famous Ribold and Guldborg (DGF 82), which is probably to be
associated with the second lay of Helgi. The connexion between
lay and ballad is not often close, and in this last instance it is by no
means obvious. Ribold dies because his snatched bride pro-
nounces his name, thus breaking a tabu. The ballad is one of
magic, and in that respect parallel to many others freely invented
by the poets. It is one of the most eerie of its kind, and has taken
so firm a hold on the imagination of the Scandinavian and Scottish
people that it is still alive and still receives new settings. In the
American mountains the ballad is called The Seven Sleepers, and

